porcelain once before, to sculpt an apricot from a dying tree in her backyard. "This is what happens with artists-we dive into territory we know nothing about," Rath says.
For the apricot sculpture, Rath had used a glaze that is meant for firing at low temperatures. For the apples, she experimented with high-fire glaze, which turns to glass at high temperatures in the kiln.
Rath worked on nine sculptures for two years, keeping detailed notes as she went. "Oftentimes I would go for one thing, and then find a mistake, and go back in my notes and try to figure out how my mistake happened," Rath says. Each apple has its own combination of glazes. The Kazakhstan Elite sculptures, for example, are painted with a high-fire glaze called magnesium yellow, then sprayed with a pink low-fire glaze.
If you plant an apple seed, you won't get the same variety. In agriculture, apples are reproduced by grafting a branch onto rootstock. That cloning made a big impression on Rath. "Our agriculture is not even standing. It's literally propped up," she says. "I just found that really profound."
As part of the project, Rath also photographed young trees bred by geneticist, horticulturalist, and plant breeder Susan Brown at Cornell University. Brown is searching for marketable new varieties that are disease-resistant and delicious.
"She captured some things that were wonderful for me to see," Brown says. She is delighted with the experience; she admires Rath's eye and appreciates the perspective she brought to the science. "People think of an apple or a carrot or a piece of celery as one item, and they don't recognize that that product is the work of a ton of scientists," Brown says. Rath's art teaches people "that there's much more than what you see in your grocery store." "Deacon Jones", 7′′ x 6′′ x 6′′, high-fire glazed porcelain. Image courtesy of Jessica Rath.
